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Zoe’s a security specialist and a Costas through and through. Her eccentric, rather dubious family
runs an Atlantic City spa that’s just this side of legit. So Zoe isn’t fooled by the charm or good looks
of this Ryan Baldwin when he shows up claiming to be related to Sam, the little girl the Costas
family is about to adopt.
But Ryan is Sam’s uncle and one of the rich, upright—and uptight—Boston Baldwins. Ryan’s search
for his sister Faith, the family’s black sheep, has led him to news of her death, and to a niece he’s
never met. But someone else has also tracked Sam down—someone who never wanted the child to
be found.
Ryan is determined to protect Sam and find out what really happened to his sister. And Zoe
“Whatever-It-Takes” Costas is just the woman to help him do it.…

Reviews of the Summer Lovin' (Costas Sisters Series) by
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Lanionge
Highly entertaining, Sweet, Sexy and Emotional Opposites attract romance. Loved the mystery and
small element of danger thrown in with the family bounding issues. Very true to life wile still being a
interesting escape.
Zoe Costas is a security specialist with a huge heart, sassy attitude and wicked smarts who comes
from a big loving Greek family. Ryan Baldwin is a heart stooping sexy, charming, sweet and
protective alpha male with a highly conservative wealthy but emotionally stingy family. He also
happens to be looking for his big sister that ran away when he was 13 only to find her gone and he
has a 14 year old niece currently living with the Costas family getting ready to be adopted by them.
Awesome chick lit!
Captain America
I've lived Carly Phillips books for years, and it's been years since I read about these sister's. The
Costas family and their antics, as well as their crazy menagerie do not disappoint in the this story.
Zoe, meeting Sam's unknown uncle, Ryan and getting to know the man from Boston's upper crust
was refreshing and not without laughter. This story could be managed as a standalone.
Eseve
I always love a book that gives you life drama. The twins Zoe and Ari remind me if my twin cousins.
The story of Sam is just heart tearing. Glad to see she had her adoptive family and now blood family
in her life. And what are the chances of twins having twins at the same time? Ryan and his heart
break of losing his sister and finding Sam was a tear jerker. I love at last story.
Ber
I read this book years ago and was so glad to see it re-released on Kindle!! Zoe and Ryan are
complete opposites in every way including down to their family dynamics. However, the chemistry
between the two can not be denied. There is also a hilarious monkey that you can not help laughing
at! This book also has some great insights into both families, a little mystery, love, and laughter. You
won't regret getting this book!
Goldenfang
Loved this book, hard to put done!! A romance with a twist, a little mystery and adventure. As
always with Carly Phillip's books, well written and developed!! Highly recommend.
Kerdana
Very good!
Simple fellow
Fall in love wif de character
I would definitely recommend this book! kept me interested the whole time and made me tear up a
little in the end
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